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2020 Carlton Redcliffs Hockey Club Annual Report

Office Bearers 2020
Office Bearers for 2020

Patron Peter Oakes

President Caleb Ballin

Vice President

Men’s Club Captain Chris Goldsbury

Women’s Club Captain Lydia Shirley

Junior Club Captain Katherine Pierce

Secretary Sheena Sherratt-Smith

Treasurer Jonathon Davis

Coaching Coordinator Lee Munt

Committee Members Pat Barwick, Maria Hayes, Miranda Ballin, Sarah Hawkes,

Jayden Hopkinson,  Jonathan Davis, Lyn Jansen

Life Members Sally Burrage (1938)

Dave Page (1976) dec

Pat Barwick (1994)

Shirley Haig (1994)

Audrey Timlin (1994) dec

Murray Connor (1994)

Leon Munt (1997)

Richard Munt (1999)

John Steeds (2000)

Pam Thompson (2001) dec

Cathy Baker (2001)

Bev Savage (2005)

Monica Munt (2006)

John Schoeman (2006) dec

John Christensen (2009)

Rob McGregor (2010)

Jeremy Symonds (2018)

New Zealand Hockey Federation Life Member

Pat Barwick

New Zealand Hockey Masters Advisory Council

Lee Munt
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Presidents report 2020 - Caleb Ballin
The prospect of a season at all was remote as we all sat in a nationwide lockdown for 7 weeks from 24
March 2020 to 14 May 2020, when we went to alert level 2. This year has been unprecedented in New
Zealand’s history.

I would like to acknowledge the efforts of the Canterbury Hockey Association and our amazing volunteer
Committee for their hard work in a very dynamic environment, to get our season together. 

Key Highlights

● Getting a near full season of Hockey and achieving some great results, including our Platinum
Girls, MWO Woman’s and the Division 1 Men’s teams, all winning their grades. 

● The Division 1 Men’s also won their hockey 5s tournament. The Division 1 Woman moved from
6th to 3rd this season and our Premier teams both finished 2ndin their respective competitions.
Our Platinum B girls also finished 2nd in their grade.

● A great senior prize giving held at one of our Gold sponsors venues (Original Sin) on Friday 30
October. The event was very well received and was an occasion to dress up and celebrate. A big
thanks to Chris Goldsbury for leading the charge on this.

● Getting 3 of our 4 Premier and Division 1 sides into finals.
● Our Premier Men’s side going unbeaten during the regular season.
● A new Club Logo and brand that pays tribute to the proud past of both of the Carlton Ladies and

Redcliffs Men’s Hockey Clubs.
● The development of new playing strips and other merchandise for the clubs with our partners

Just Hockey and Paladin.

Acknowledgments

I would like to say a huge thank you to our Volunteers, Committee team, Coaches and to our Managers
in particular for organising our teams each week. 

I would also like to acknowledge Lee Munt who is stepping back from the Committee next season and
Katherine Pierce who is stepping back from her 6 years in the Junior Club Captain role. They have both
been amazing. 

Finally, I would again like to thank and acknowledge Pat Barwick for her 10 years as Club President. She
continues to inspire everyone around her.

Both Katherine and Pat will be staying on the Committee.
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Finally, thank you to our players, without you choosing to play for Carlton Redcliffs we would not have
the amazing Club we have today

Next season 

● Our plan is to focus on attracting more youth to the Club. This is starting now with the move to
hold our Fun Sticks programme during the Summer for 4 weeks on a Monday as a ‘taster’ for
year 1-3 kids.

● We are going to continue to focus on our Club values and our conduct and ensure that we all
hold ourselves to a high standard.

● We are on the hunt for a new Junior Club Captain and another Committee member. The plan for
the Junior Club role is to break it down into smaller parts across a couple of people.

● We are looking to direct alot less emails to you next season – and run more communications via
the managers of each team. This year was out of the box with Covid and did need alot of
communications!

● We have broken down some of the roles in our Club to make volunteering easier and simpler
and less time-consuming. The idea continues to be to get more people doing less to spread the
load.

● We have new Hoodies, jackets and apparel that will be available for purchase online from our
sponsors, Just Hockey at the start of next season these are part of an overall new brand for
Carlton Redcliffs, which is really exciting.

2021 is going to race up on us, so stay safe, keep fit and have a great summer with friends and
family……

Caleb Ballin

Chair
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Treasurer’s Report – Jonathan Davis
FINANCIAL REPORT FOR 2020

The Carlton/Redcliffs Hockey Club has made a profit this season of $45,861 and has an equity of
$61,889. In comparison the club had made a combined total profit of $2,751 in the previous 5 years. 

The 3 financial objectives for 2020 were

1/ To build a financial buffer over 2 seasons of $25,000 to cover a 1 off event.  This type of 1 off
event happened to the club after the Canterbury Earthquakes. In the 2013 season the club lost over
$20,000. This objective has been met in 1 season with $25,000 invested in a bank account as our
“Resilience Fund”.

2/ To try and get the subs of our players down to an average figure of other clubs in Canterbury.
Our subs in 2019 were on average some of the highest in Canterbury.  In 2020 our subs were some of the
lowest.  Our subs contributed 90% of the direct costs of match fees, training turf hire, affiliation fees and
umpire costs in 2020.  In 2019 subs covered 94% of these cost. This objective was met in 2020.

3/ To try and build a base of sponsors for the whole club. With Caleb Ballin’s efforts our sponsorship
went from $1,100 in 2019 to $12,000 in 2020. Our final objective was met.

On top of this we ideally wanted to try and get some new gear/uniforms for the teams. This season the
club spent over double what it usually spends on uniforms and gear.  With the new logo and new playing
strips the club players are now standing out not just because of the way we play hockey. 

The financial success of this season is due to lots of things working together. The great work put into the
Junior Academy. Two donations of $5,000 each, from two kind patrons who support what the club is
doing and where it is going. Committee members applying for grants/selling blankets and wine and
working hard so that the club can run on the smell of an oily rag.  Fantastic sponsors who have aligned
themselves with Carlton/Redcliffs Hockey Club. A government community resilience grant to help the
club deal with the impact of Covid. 

Considering how the season started the club has had an outstanding year on the turf and financially.
Jonathan Davis

Sponsor Thanks

Our Club would like to thank the following sponsors who have been very generous with their time and

contributions:

• Supervalue Sumner

• Just Hockey

• Winnie Bagoes Ferrymead

• New Zealand Community Trust

• Trends Kitchens

• Speight’s Ale House – Bealey

• Rata Foundation
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Men’s Club 2020 – Chris Goldsbury
After a number of ‘roller coaster’ years for the men’s club, 2020 is a season where we can reflect back on
with plenty of satisfaction. While the year itself was in fact a roller coaster, the season can be deemed a
successful one for our five teams across the grades.

The President’s Shield found it’s way back to the club after a seven year hiatus, the Division 1 Men went
back to back in emphatic style, and our Platinum Boys and Mid Week Men both finished in the top four
of their grades. Our Division 2 Men weren’t so fortunate in terms of on field results, but it was great to
have a team in the grade with a number of new players coming to the club.

After two trophy-less years, the Premier Men had a season to remember, claiming the President’s Shield
and going all the way to the CPL final, unfortunately falling at the final hurdle in a penalty shootout. The
men also held onto the Challenge Shield for 10 matches, going undefeated through the regular season.

The return of George Enersen from Auckland to captain the side was a significant boost to the side, as
was Nick Lidstone returning from injury. Keryn Ambler joined the team as head coach, filling the big
shoes of Jeremy Symonds who had filled the role for 10 years. The team hit a number of goals they set
out at the start of the season, and the challenge lies ahead to see if they can back it up in 2021.

The Div 1 Men kept their core from 2019, added some fresh talent and hit the ground running, claiming
the Canterbury 5s and South Island 5s before lockdown. After an enforced break, they returned to the
pitch in June and kept charging on, dropping one game on route to a second consecutive title. Player
coach Dean Munt is well supported by a group of experienced players, who work well with a bunch of
youngsters who stepped up yet again.

Our Div 2 Men welcomed a number of new players to the club, with many still at school, and while they
struggled to match it with the older and more physical teams, there were valuable lessons and
experienced gained. 

The Platinum Boys made a good account of themselves in Div 1, finishing fourth in a competition that
was relatively even, with our boys getting positive results against the two teams who ended up in the
final. We look forward to seeing these players progress through to the higher grades over the next
couple of years.

Our Mid Week Men had a slow start to the year, but found some rhythm halfway through the season and
managed a run of victories that saw them finish fourth overall.

Results wise we can be proud of our achievements, but we can also be pleased with the style and brand
of hockey that is on show week in week out. A big thanks to Keryn, Dean, Adam, & Vandy for all their
hard work and commitment with coaching, as well as Ritchie, Tanyia, Ian, Chelle and Greg for managing
and keeping things on track.

A year like no other, we look forward to stepping back onto the pitch in 2021 with our eyes firmly on the
prize once again.  Thanks to all of the supporters who are on the sideline throughout the season, and to
our committee who are glue to making the club operate so smoothly.

Season 2020 – over and out!

Chris Goldsbury
Men’s Club Captain
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Women’s Club 2020 – Lydia Shirley
As the hockey season rolled around our club teams, coaches and management had been preparing well
for the season ahead. The unfortunate circumstance of COVID delaying the start to our hockey season
meant that all members were very keen to get back out on the turf as soon as possible. The club on a
whole and the women’s teams, have performed well regardless of the uncertainty and short preparation
to the hockey season. This is a credit to our coaches, management, supporters and players ability to plan
and adjust to the adversity and challenges that lay before us in 2020. 

The junior hockey programme once again flourished with talent this year. Some CPL players were
fortunate enough to attend and lend a hand at the training camps run by junior club coaches. The
exceptional number of children attending these camps and the results produced from the junior and
platinum girls’ teams reflects the success and importance of tapping into their enthusiasm and talent at
a young age. Capturing and retaining these players will be a challenge going forward but one worth
accepting to ensure the wealth of women’s players within the club in the future remains. With very few
national tournaments held this year it was awesome to see several players and coaches from Carlton
Redcliffs selected for the Mainland Cup competition held in Dunedin. A further congratulations to the
CPL players in the Premier League who are an inspiration and great example for our club members.
Overall, it has been a very successful year for Carlton Redcliffs and one which we can build on and
endeavour to surpass next year. 

Finally, a massive thank you must go out to all coaches, management and parents and umpires who
dedicate hours to our club and the sport that we all love. This is greatly appreciated, and we look
forward to seeing you all back and ready for next season. Hopefully one that is a little less disrupted. 

Have a great summer and see you on the turf early next year. 

Women’s Club Captain 

Lydia Shirley 
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CPL Women - Sally Moorfield
The 2020 season started with the trials and Monday evening hockey 5’s in February. Some key players -
Kirsty Nation, Brittany Wang, Sophie Cocks and Anouska Chiswell advised the selectors that due to
overseas travel they would not be available for the whole season. The team was selected in conjunction
with the Div 1 team the first week in March. 
 
When covid shut down travel we decided to include the above into the team to give us a squad of 19
players. New players were Rosie Bedford, Sophie Redmayne, Emma Hewitt, Olivia Dyer. Pippa Mckinnel
and Jemma Watson returned to the club. 
 
The team won the Monday Night hockey 5’s and were second in the South Island hockey 5’s. 
 
CPL started in June. A patchy first half of the season, saw us lose the shield in a 1-0 loss to Marist and
another defeat by a solitary goal to Avon, as we finished the first round in 4th place. Goal scoring was a
problem and we did lots of training on circle positioning with the young strikers. 
The second round we started to play well organised hockey and with good penalty corner options started
to score more goals, ending the round robin in second place, our only loss was to the strong Harewood
team. 
The semi against Avon was our best match, all players were available (except Margot Willis who had
been out all season with a stress fracture) and the players played great hockey to win 4-1. 
 
The final we played Harewood and dominated a lot of the game. It was still 1-1 going into the last 5
minutes but a couple of uncharacteristic mistakes cost us a goal and the final. 
 
We had a fabulous culture and fellowship among the players, led by Leah Butt, Kirsty Nation, Jacqui
Moorfield and Courtney Ross. Along with Lydia Shirley this experienced group ensured the Reindeer
ethos stayed strong both on the field , at trainings and socially. 
 
Highlights - the fabulous new uniforms that the girls enjoyed playing in 

- Queenstown social trip - awesome play in the semi final and the final 
- club support on finals day. 

 
Works ons - Patchy play in the first round. 
 
Thanks to Jane Jenkins for managing the team.
 
Thanks to all the committee for their great support to the team and myself during this season. 
 
Sally Moorfield 
Coach.

MVP – Leah Butt

MIP  – Olivia Dyer
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CPL Men – Keryn Ambler

Like with all teams, this
season provided some
different challenges which
kept us in pre-season mode
for quite some time.  We used
this time wisely, by spending
a good amount of time
establishing our team values
and goals which served us
well throughout the season. 

Photo: Geoff Soper

The boys also competed each week for fitness challenges, set to ensure everyone was physically ready
when our feet hit the turf.
When the chance came to start the season, the boys were fizzing! The first few games showed we were
going to be very competitive, but it was our first match against Marist that our season began to gather
momentum.  We won the Challenge Shield 3-2 from Marist in a skillful and high paced match.  The Shield
acted as a target in every game that followed, so we had to be at the top of our game to win it each
weekend.  The lads concluded the first round unbeaten with a quality 2-0 win over Harewood which
meant we went 7 points clear at the top of the league.  

The boys were not done! The second round started with some high scoring and fiery contests against
Hornby, Southern, and University before a series of tight single goal wins.  The team was finding ways to
win the tight match and this mentality came to the fore in our final round robin game against Harewood. 
With the Challenge Shield still on the line, the boys were behind by one goal for most of the match.  With
seconds ticking down, we counter-attacked the length of the field with a pinpoint Chris Goldsbury cross
finished expertly by Tom Mouldey to tie the match with 20 seconds remaining and locking up the
Challenge Shield for the summer.

The team went through round robin play unbeaten which was an excellent achievement.  This resulted in
the winning of the Presidents Shield with two rounds still to play.  With this being our top goal for the
season, it was a well celebrated achievement.  The lads won our semi-final match against Avon which
gave ourselves a match in the ‘big dance’. Unfortunately, it was not to be.  After, a 1-1 finish at full time,
Marist triumphed in a well executed the shoot-out.

Overall, it was a very successful season defined by the effort and attitude the players brought to every
training and match.  The commitment to training was outstanding which meant the boys competed hard
in every game simulation, readying themselves for gameday.  This was one of the highlights of the
season for me.  Another highlight was George Enerson and Nick Lidstone’s selection in the Hockey New
Zealand Premier League.  We wish them all the best for these matches.
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A special mention must be made to our award winners.  These awards were hotly contested throughout
the whole squad.  Lars Dalley won the Most Improved Player, Trent Summers won Most Valuable Player,
and George Enerson won the prestigious Rodney Hefford Memorial trophy.  These players all showed the
ability to consistently play at a high level, drive our culture, and lead us in key moments.

And finally, I would like to thank a couple of key people. A big thanks to George and Chris for their efforts
and expertise as part of the coaching team.  I certainly appreciated the time, effort, and passion you
both put into the season, for the boys!  And equally, a big thanks to Ritchie Legge for your outstanding
managerial skills.  This took a lot of weight off our shoulders and we all enjoyed your expertly timed
drink delivery and your dry sense of humor.

Thank you all for a great season.  I wish everyone an enjoyable and safe off-season and I look forward to
seeing everyone enjoying this great game in 2021.

Keryn Ambler

Coach

MVP – Trent Summers

MIP  – Lars Dalley
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Div 1 Women – Tara Wingfield
Practice under our belts, our season started with the team using lockdown to get game fit, strengthen
skills and utilise some creative online team building. From day one, we set a challenging goal to gain
third place within our division. 
 
This goal required dedication and hard work. It meant we ran extra training sessions, focused on game
based drills and created longer practices to ensure that our wide range of skills and experience enriched
our squad and supported ten new players. As a result, our first eight games tallied to 2 losses, 2 draws,
and 4 wins. A solid performance which earned fourth place going into the 'Sportsmed Div 1 Top 5'. 
 
A pause in the middle of the season to absorb the South Island School Tournament pulled nine of our
players out from games and practices for three weeks. Although disruptive to the team, our school
players achieved outstanding results and bought this energy back into the squad to finish our last five
games. 
 
The season started to feel long at this point, and the last five games were big battles where we suffered a
few major injuries. Our first two games of the series were against the division leaders, and although
these were expected losses, we were thrilled that the scores were low. This comparative measure of
success positioned us for our game against Hornby in the battle for fourth place, where we were not
prepared to sacrifice or defend our position. Instead, we put it all on the line and achieved a decisive 3 v
1 victory. This win meant we were now chasing Avon in the playoff for third place. 
 
In a heart-pounding finish, down by two points, we left it to the last quarter, and the final eight minutes,
to step up and stand out and kick-arse. We equalised for third place and fulfilled our goal. 
 
It was the tears, shed in sheer exhaustion, that highlighted how hard we had worked.  Thank you to
Craig, Roseanna and Courtenay for a great leadership team.  An outstanding finish to a superb season. 

Coach - Tara Wingfield
Assistant coach - Craig Burton 
 
Manager - Courtenay Bradley
Captain - Roseanna Porter

MVP - Jess MacLennan 
MIP - Frances Stevenson
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CPL Div 1 Men - Dean Munt

Photo: Geoff Soper

The Division 1 Men’s team had another successful season, defending their championship win from the
previous season with another final victory over arch rivals Southern.
 
The team went into the season full of confidence after being able to name a stronger team than the
previous season and with a great mix of experienced ex-premier players and youthful talent, many of
whom have already experienced premier hockey.
 
At the end of the first round we had comfortably qualified for the top 5 section and with points carried
through we just needed a couple of wins to ensure we finished in the top two and qualified for the final.
This was done and we went into the final confident having already beaten and drawn with Southern
during the season. The team hit the ground running and got out to an early lead that Southern were
never able to recover from. 
 
While the team will lose some of our young talent next year, there are some good young players coming
through and I’m confident a 3-peat is on the cards. Player of the year was goalkeeper Fergus Lowen and
Henry Crump won the most improved. 
 
Dean Munt
Coach

MVP - Fergus Low

MIP  - Henry Crump
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CPL Div 2 Women - Paul Bamford

As everyone knows this season had a few difficult moments and our team no exception with quite a false

start owing to the lockdown and subsequent level restrictions. We had one trial- then lockdown! Anyway

we got going finally with a new team this year – this included a welcome addition of players as well as

existing team members.

With that we found we had a team of very capable players, enthusiastic and always willing to learn new

skills.  Their dedication and commitment on the field was pretty much 100% - and from a coaching view,

myself and Melanie Baker, our manager, were always proud of the way the team played and put in the

effort.

The first round had mixed results wins & losses with the game plan to target teams we felt we had best

chance at beating. At times the plan didn’t always pay off. We did struggle for numbers –often just

having 11or 12(until the last few games). The second round was about targeting a higher table position

for the end of the season – and it helped picking up some skilled new players. The second round had

numerous results where we really showed how well we could play even with some losses that didn’t

reflect that. Our best game was vs HSOB we won 4-1 however that didn’t get us to play off higher up.

Next year we expect will be more successful – with far fewer injuries we hope. Selecting for awards was

tough however we felt the two below did really standout this season.

Most valuable player – Caitlin Nicholas

Most improved player – Kiera Hall

It was a challenging season, these are a fantastic group of athletes & I must thank Mel and all the parents

who supported the team. We didn’t always get the results we wanted however sometimes there are

games like that! Look forward to coaching this team again in 2021.

Paul Bamford

Coach

MVP -  Caitlin Nicholas

MIP  -  Kiera Hall
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CPL Div 2 Men – Adam Hillis
The division two boys had a rough season. Going into the start of a disrupted year with a squad of 13
players, it was always going to be a tough. With majority being year 11 and 12 school kids, they were
going to come up against some tough opposition. With very few trainings, we went into the first round of
the season.

The boys had a tough season only managing the one win and a draw throughout the rounds. The games
were very close and had several opportunities to beat any team on the day. Having limited numbers each
week, the boy’s fitness was definitely tested with majority of them playing full minutes. A constant issue
throughout the season was the finishing shot or pass in the attacking quarter. Making many
opportunities throughout the season, the ball often fell wide of the goal resulting in a 16. Small
defensive lapses throughout the games allowed the opposition quality chances which were capitalised
on. As a result of this, the boys were often feeling gutted at the end of each game as they were
competitive but just missed the finishing touches.

Overall, the boys had a season of learning where they were able to gain valuable experience players
against older and wiser opposition which many of them had not faced before. Stand out players were
Judd Bamford who was a constant threat at penalty corners and strong in defence. Also, Benji Forgie who
was our most improved made massive strides throughout the season and was a key to our defence unit.
Going into next season with a year already in this grade, they will be looking to redeem themselves and
be a title contender.

MVP - Jud Bamford

MIP  - Benji Forgie

Mid Week Open Men - Greg Pierce

We had another enjoyable season.  We found the grade tougher than previous season and struggled for
the first half of the season. After drawing the first game we had a run of losses that lasted 8 games At
that stage we were at the bottom of the table by 7 or 8 points. 
And then we started scoring goals and won the next 5 games and ended up finishing 4th.   
There were a good group of dedicated (reliable) players who made organising a team relatively easy.
However we  were also lucky to have a number of others help us out. 

Congratulations to our MVP and MIP
 
Greg Pierce

MVP - Simon Lind

MIP  - Sam Ballin
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Mid Week Open White Div 1 - Usha Ghanda
Our competition was split into 2 divisions and our team with an average age of 48 played in the
1st division, we played each team 3 times, and each time we could not for love or money beat Malvern.
 
We made it to the finals and guess who we played - Yip the lovely ladies from Malvern. During the final
we were winning but when the final whistle blew the score was tied – bugger. So we went to shoot outs.
 
OMG the opposition didn’t know we had a secret weapon amongst us called Kirsten our “goalie”. As
soon as the whistle blew Kirsten who had ants in her pants was off her base line and met the opposition
in the middle of the circle and she dealt to them one by one.
 
Yes, our mighty Reddos
team are the champions
for 2020.
 
Our team culture and
willingness to help one
another makes our team
“very special” – big raps to
us all.

A big thank you to the
Carlton Redcliffs Hockey
Club for our fabulous new
tops this season.

Usha Ganda-Wilson

MVP -Katherine Pierce

MIP - Olivia Young

Mid Week Open Red Div 2  - Emma-Jane McLennan

MVP - Laura Thyne

MIP  - Greer Anderson-Gee
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Platinum Women Black - Andrew Hastie
In 2020 the Platinum Black (Division 1) team came together with a great mix of year 10 girls who had
played in the grade in 2020 and a number of year 9 girls who were new to the division. In 2019 the team
were very young and was predominantly made up of year 9 girls playing in Division 1 that was dominated
by teams full of year 10’s. In 2019 we set the goal of finishing 4th in an 8 team competition, a goal we
achieved. This year we set the goal of winning the grade.

 
Once the team was selected after lockdown we knew that we would have a very competitive side.
However, the four top teams in the grade, Harewood, Marist, HSOB and ourselves were very strong and
any of these teams could have won the competition. The girls went through the first round of the
competition unbeaten accumulating 4 wins and a draw to lead the competition. The second round was
much tougher with losses to Harewood and HSOB but due to the nature of the competition we remained
in first place at the end of the second round. After a change in playing structure the girls went through
the third and final round of the competition unbeaten, winning the grade with a game to spare. As it was
a round robin competition (due to COVID-19) there was no final and the Platinum Black team were
deservedly crowned Division 1 champions.
 
During the year we were able to see a huge amount of growth in all of the players individually within the
team which was very pleasing. Zoe Pierce was awarded the Most Improved Player and Holly Gilray the
Most Valuable Player for the team with both recipients being very deserved winners. The side also really
took on board the concept of playing as team during the season. The passing and movement going
forward and the work-rate to get the ball back after losing possession were the best in the division.
 
This is the first time that a Carlton-Redcliffs side has won the Platinum Division 1 competition and this is
a fantastic accomplishment. The Platinum grade is extremely strong and some players within this
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competition will go onto play CPL hockey in 2021. The club can rest assured that the future of women’s
hockey at the club is strong with so many strong players coming through the ranks.
 
Thank you to the club and the parents for your tremendous support during the season. A massive thank
you needs to go out to Marty Baker who was an excellent Assistant Coach and Ross Gilray a wonderful
Manager. Finally, a big thank you to the entire team for your outstanding efforts and we look forward to
seeing you all back at the club next season.
 
Andrew Hastie
Coach

MVP - Holly Gilray

MIP  - Zoe Pierce

Platinum Women Red – Hamish McGregor
We were unbeaten in the 1st round, Lowest scoring win was 4-1.
2nd round we lost 1 game to Marist black 1 - 0 & won the rest.
We made the finals & lost to Marist black 2-1

Hamish McGregor, Coach
MVP – Polly Cross

MIP  - Hannah Watt

Platinum Men - Andrew Van Der Bent
Overall the team was very well balanced, with the core of the group returning from last year. It was great
to see a number of new players to Carlton Redcliffs joining the team this year, and this helped us to
bolster talent in positions right across the field.

Finishing fourth overall, the team played their best hockey against the top ranked sides,
consistently beating the top two teams throughout the season. Unfortunately we dropped too many
points against the mid ranked teams, and this was a reflection not being able to maintain a high standard
or performance in all matches, and at times struggling to field 11 fit players due to injury.

Our MVP was Oscar Chaffey who played sweeper. Oscar is new to Carlton Redcliffs having moved from
South Canterbury, and consistently demonstrated a gritty approach to defending and effective execution
of overheads out of defence. Helm Betts was our most improved player. Helm is a talented striker and
ball carrier, and it was great to see Helm grow in confidence throughout the season, particularly in being
prepared to take risks carrying the ball forward and directly into the circle. Hamish Sherratt was awarded
most promising Youth Club player, and this is a testament to his high level of skill and consistent work
rate.

An overall enjoyable season with a fantastic group of young players who always demonstrated
commitment to improvement, both at training and in games. Thanks to Chelle Burns for her great work
managing the team again this season.
Andrew Van Der Bent, Coach
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MVP – Oscar Chaffey

MIP  -  Helm Betts

Junior Club Report - Katherine Pierce
Kia ora koutou!

2019 has been a very successful but busy season as our junior club continues to flourish.

This is once again due to the wonderful enthusiasm and work carried out by committee members, junior

coaches, and managers. We are also very grateful for the large group of supportive parents and of course

the young players themselves.

Our Junior Academy returned for the third year running with Andrew Hastie leading the programme. It

involved 4 sessions of 1 ½ hours and attracted over 70 children ranging from Year 3 to Year 8.

Numerous committee members contributed significantly with organisation and we were fortunate to

have the services a large contingent of coaches including current Premier players.  The drills were well

thought out and well received by all involved. The feedback from the parents and children was very

positive and we will look to run a similar academy in 2020.

The Junior club had 14 teams registered for the 2019 year.

Our junior teams comprised:

● 3 Year 7/8 Girls teams –

● Sharks – Coached by Katherine and Greg Pierce

MVP – Jade Miller

MIP – Anwen Merchant- Williams

● Shakers – Coached by Scott Kyle and Hamish McGregor,

MVP – Grace McGregor and Olivia Hawkes

MIP  – Shaylah Sawyers

● Redsticks  – Coached by Lyn Jansen ( assisted by Lydia

MVP- Beau Landells & Olivia Yule

MIP- Hester Knott & Oivia Leadbeater

● 2 Year 7/8 Boys team

● Breakers – Coached by Lars Dalley, Dean Munt

MVP – Fynn Harrington

MIP  – Mason Wright

● SeaHawkes  – Coached by Adam Hillis and Belinda Barclay,
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MVP- Ayrton Edwards

MIP  - Matthew Rickard

● 3 Year 5/6 Girls teams

■ Stingrays – Coached by  Richard Schoeman

MVP - Annabelle Barker

MIP  - Issy Thelning

● Moas – Coached by Hugh Roberts

MVP- Lavinia Roberts

MIP  - Meg Wright

● Barracudas  - Coached by Brooke Matheson and Laura Mercer

MVP -Daniele Gillespie

MIP  – Brooke Sykes

● 2 Year 5/6 Boys teams

● Smashers   -  Coached by Shirley Haig and Geoff Hardacre

MVP- Max Hardacre

MIP – Mason Wright

● Sharks -        Coached by David Pilbrow and Dean Simmonds

MVP – Paddy Laidlaw

MIP  -  Oscar Pearson

● 3 Year 3/4 Girls teams

● Mermaids - Coached by Olivia Young

MVP- Lucia Degoldi

MIP - Isla Hegar

● Dolphins - Coached by Neve Ballin and Zoe Pierce

MVP - Abigail Junge & Aubrey Doney

MIP – Holly Rose

● Seahorses - Coached by Tegan Matheson

MVP -Juno Inder

MIP - Jessica French

● 1 Year 3/4  Boys teams

● Redsocks  – Coached by Sarah Hawkes
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MVP - Mahe Langridge

MIP  - Charlie Sara & Jamie French

● Notable achievements - Our Year 7/ 8 11 aside Girls, Sharks  winning the first division final

-  Our Year 7/8 Redsticks Girls winning Division 6

Team reports-

Year 7/8 Girls Div 1 – The Stingrays

Like for most this was always going to be a challenging season both on and off the field.

We also had the added complication of a squad of 17 players which, especially for girls of this age, was
really difficult on game day as we would rest two players and still have four subs and then at practice
trying to ensure girls received the much needed individual skills attention they require at this
development stage in their careers. The result of which made it quite difficult to get combinations going
with the ever changing line up.

To their credit though it was great to see the girls accept the challenge, train hard and we would
regularly have at least 16 at practice every week. But, like most seasons at this level, unless you have a
squad together several weeks before the season starts you are always playing your way into it and
hopefully improving as you do so, something which I think the girls achieved. Apart from one game very
early on, we were very competitive in all the rest and matched it with the top teams only losing one of
our last 7 games to the eventual 2nd placed team.

I’m sure the girls will progress from this season and have learnt to push themselves and the value of
‘train as you want to play’ and wish all the year 8’s who will be moving to High School all the best in their
future hockey career’s be it competitively or socially. For the year 8’s, this season and in the first division
is quite defining I feel, as you start to see those with talent emerging especially on the full size field. 

Lastly a huge thank you to both Caleb and our dedicated Manager Cindy for all your help and black jelly
beans during the season. I’m not sure I would have got through it without you two.

MIP – Elizabeth Redmile

MVP – Issy Thelning (GK) 

Amanda Hooper Memorial Award – Lily Ballin

Richard Schoeman
Coach

Year 7/8 Shakers – Scott Kyle & Hamish McGregor

At the start of the season the Shakers were a yet to be proven team as only five of the girls had played

eleven a-side hockey before. The first game was a real shock for the girls, as well as the coach, where we
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met a very strong and obviously well drilled team. The girls tried their best in this game managing to

compete very well considering their inexperience in this grade and complete lack of positional play.

Luckily the experienced players held the game together keeping the score down to an acceptable level.

After the first game shock had passed, the team steadily developed over the next few weeks and within

no time they were becoming a team not to be taken lightly. Overall the Shakers had an excellent season,

the teams’ skill and knowledge of the game improved considerably and surprisingly all the girls

developed a slightly different set of skills which complimented each other and worked perfectly within

the team. The girls were 1st equal or 2nd right throughout the season, winning almost all of their

matches which they should be very proud of. The environment was positive, enjoyable and this was

made possible by a combination of factors such as, good coaching, good management, supportive

parents and most of all a great bunch of girls. I hope that all the girls have enjoyed the year and will take

their new skills and knowledge with them into 2020.

Year 7/8 Girls – Redsticks- Lyn Jansen

The 2019 season was a really fun and positive season for the girls.  There was a lovely vibe of working

together at training and at the games as the team put into practice their developing skills and link some

passes together which resulted in their games going from strength to strength. Our end result was

winning the final which was a great outcome. The girls have been delightful to coach and showed

enthusiasm and commitment throughout the season.  We have had fantastic whanau support on the

sidelines for each of the games and we have all be delighted to watch the girls grow in confidence over

the season.

Year 7/8 Boys -  Breakers – Lars Daley & Dean Munt

The Breakers had a pretty successful season where we played in Division 1 and were very competitive

with a third place finish. The team had just 3 boys returning from the winning team from 2018 so it was a

bit of a rebuilding year with very limited experience at playing 11 aside hockey. The new boys picked

things up quickly and we played some nice passing hockey throughout the season. The 3rd place finish

was well deserved for the hard training that was done and the boys should be proud of their efforts. The

on field performances of the team meant that many individuals were recognised with representative

honours.

Year 7/8 Boys – 7 aside – Adam Hillis
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This season, the team improved immensely. For the first round of the season, the passing game was

minimal and defense was poor at times. However after some training, the boys began to understand

how efficient passing the ball around to their teammates was which led us to win some games where we

beat the top team half way through the competition. The boys grew in confidence and played great

hockey on the back end of the season. The boys finished 4th overall.

Year 5/6 Girls – Richard Schoemann

We had a very encouraging season with all the girls improving markedly as the season progressed. With

their basic skills improving so did their ability to put a number of passes together resulting in some very

good team goals. Our last game had us playing for a possible tied first place but unfortunately we had a

narrow loss to the better team but all who watched would agree it was a well fought very exciting last

game of the season.

Year 5/6 Girls -  Moa's – Hugh Roberts

The Moas were a super group of Girls, many of whom had played together in 2018. They were

wonderfully supported by their parents and extended families.

The girls faced a real challenge this year. Be virtue of their success the previous season, they found

themselves as the youngsters in the year 5-6 bracket, but highly ranked at the start of this season. At the

same time, they had to learn how to play with a goalie for the first time and on pitches much bigger than

they had previously experienced. To their credit, the girls worked really hard through the season and

developed a wide range of excellent personal skills. If the season could be measured in smiles,

commitment and effort, then this group was a group of winners. Sadly, the team's performance on the

score-sheets was not so good! However, there is next year to look forward to and the girls should all see

themselves as well-progressed, very capable and ready for the 2020 season.

Year 5/6 Girls – Barracudas – Laura Mercer & Brooke Matheson

The girls had a great season with starting off in a hard grade but soon getting adjusted helped boost their

confidence and opportunities to pass and use their skills. As the season progressed all the girls were

using skills we had practised in trainings and getting used to passing with each other, which was

awesome to see considering some who were completely new to hockey this year ! The girls improved

lots and had heaps of fun this season

Y5/6 Boys –Smashers-–Shirley Haig and Geoff Hardacre -

From the start of the season coming together as individual strangers to really pull together as a team as

the season progressed was extremely rewarding to see.

The coaches really enjoyed seeing the boys develop their skills and positional play (both on and off the

ball), listening, learning and trying out these skills at practice then putting them into play on Saturdays.
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If the boys looked back to the start of the season to where they are now in their own individual skill

development they will see they’ve come such a long way and should all be proud of the effort they put in

to get there.

We hope, most importantly, they’ve all had fun, made some new friends and really developed a love of

the game. They were a great bunch, and privilege, to coach.

Year 5/6 Boys- Sharks- David Pilbrow and Deanne Simmonds

2019 was a development year for this team of all year 5 boys with only 1 year 6 boy. The team focused

on core skills and tactics over the season and had a very good work ethic at practice and at games. It was

not until the second half of the season that we started winning some matches but the team was never

despondent. There was some nice hockey played at times which really encouraged the team and they

will build on their core skills next year.

Year 3/4  Girls and Boys

As always the progress from the beginning to the end in this age group is enormous and this year was no

exception. Happy girls, parents and coaches. We had 3 girls’ teams and only 1 boy’s team so a need to

encourage young lads into the exciting game of hockey is required.

This year there were a few issues around our primary practice turf and the committee thanks everyone

for their understanding and patience.

It was great to see such a large turnout at the Junior Prize held this year at the Sumner Surf Life Saving

Club, a great gathering of parents and players to celebrate another successful year.

We are looking forward to 202o,

Have a Safe and Happy Christmas and we hope to see you all back in 2020

Katherine Pierce

Junior Club Captain
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Umpires Report – Roseanna Porter
This year as a club we again supplied umpires and mentors at STAC on a Saturday morning as well as
some games at Orua Paeroa. Along with the Div 2 and Platinum teams who supplied umpires, we had
some regular umpires each week who are doing great and are progressing well through to the 11-a-side
grades.

A big thank you also to Libby Mckinnel and Ella Heffernan who mentored and supported the young
umpires. The senior CPL and Div 1 teams as well as the masters teams were rostered on to umpire on a
Sunday with Jenna-Rae McIntyre, EJ McLennan and Chris Goldsbury being a huge help in coordinating
their teams to cover these games.
 
 
It was really fun!

 Photo: Geoff Soper
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Carlton Redcliffs Hockey Awards 2020

Pam Thomson Cup Most Promising Youth Players Holly Gilray &
                                                          Hamish Sherratt

Audrey Timlin Cup For work and effort to assist the club - Female Roseanna Porter

Peter Prutton Cup For work and effort to assist the club - Male Jonathan Davis

Presidents Award Outstanding Umpiring Achievement Kelsey Baigent &
Margot Fraser

David Cox Cup Junior Team Coach of the Year Richard Schoeman

John Schoeman Trophy Senior Coach of the Year Dean Munt

Monica Munt Cup Women’s Premier Player of the Year Jacqui Moorfield

Rodney Hefford Memorial Cup Men’s Premier Player of the Year George Enersen

Amanda Hooper Memorial Cup Highest Achiever in the club for 2020 George Enersen
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National Representatives 2020
NZ Black Sticks

George Enersen

NZ Black Sticks Development Squad
Leah Butt

Hockey New Zealand Performance Network (Premier Hockey League)
Leah Butt George Enersen Nick Lidstone Jenna-Rae McIntyre
Kirsty Nation Brittany Wang Margot Willis

Canterbury Representatives 2020
Canterbury Women
Roseanna Porter Sophie Redmayne Brittany Wang Margot Willis
Celia Watson Sally Moorfield (Coach)

Canterbury Men
Adam Hillis

Canterbury U18 Women
Rosie Bedford Aleisha Davis Olivia Dyer Ella Heffernan
Jemma Watson Francesca Williamson

Canterbury U18 Men
Liam Adams Henry Crump

Canterbury Masters
Usha Ganda Katherine Pierce Chris Rayward Jennifer Rutherford
Lyn Jansen Sharon Utteridge Roberta Thomson Rebecca Murphy
Caleb Ballin Andy Barlow Dean Munt Simon Lind
Chris Greenshields Cameron Ellis Hayden Shaw
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